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The 365th Fighter Group in WWII
The 365th Fighter-Bomber Group, otherwise known as the Hell Hawks, was activated May 15, 1943 and assigned to fly P-47 Thunderbolts. They trained in Dover, Delaware and flew their 
gunnery training missions out of Millville, New Jersey. They departed Richmond Army Air Base in December 4, 1943 and sailed on the Queen Elizabeth along with 15,000 troops. They 
arrived at Gosfield, Essex on December 23, 1943. Their first combat air field training resumed for two months. On February 22, 1944, the Hell Hawks flew their first combat mission and 
over the next one to two months gradually converted from escorting 8th Air Force heavy bombers to their fighter-bomber mode that continued to the war’s end.

They were instrumental in determining the maximum bomb loads for the P-47. Two one-thousand pound bombs and an external fuel tank on the belly rack. They were the first group to 
fly a dive-bombing mission with that bomb load. Their fire power was eight fifty caliber machine guns and their total arsenal included rockets and napalm. This armament was standard 
for all thirteen P-47 fighter-bomber groups shortly after the D-Day Invasion on June 6, 1944.

The 9th Tactical Air Command and the Hell Hawks flew in direct support of General Hodges First Army. Their mission was two-fold. Protect the ground forces from enemy air attack 
and destroy any and all obstacles on the ground that prevented our forces from advancing. On two occasions to support Patton’s Third Army. The first was shortly after August 1, 1944. 
The second was during the last months of the Battle of the Bulge. The Hell Hawks were active against specific targets on D-Day before, during and following. This was the first company 
breakthrough in the Battle of the Bulge in taking Germany. The Hell Hawks were the first group to move into Germany on March 17, 1945 at Aachen and the first to fly a combat mission 
off a German soil ever! The remaining eighteen to twenty groups followed nine days to five weeks later.

The Hell Hawks flew combat from February 22, 1944 through May 4, 1945, totalling 14.5 months. They flew combat from eleven air fields or air strips moving more times than any other 
fighter-bomber group in the 9th Air Force.

Bases of the Hell Hawks
Richmond, VA, AAB, 11/4/43–12/18/43
Gossfield, Essex, England, 12/23/43 (P-47’s operational 2/44)
Beaulieu, Hants, Englan, 3/5/44
Azeville, France (Fontanay-Sur-Mer)- Strip A7, 6/27/44
Balleroy, France- Strip A12, 8/15/44
Bretigny, France (Paris)- Strip A48, 9/3/44
Juvencourt, France (Reims)- Strip A68, 9/11/44
Chievres, Belgium (Mons)- Strip A84, 10/4/44
Metz, Alsace Lorraine, France- Strip Y34, 12/25/44
Florennes/Juzaine, Belgium, 1/20/45
Aachen, Germany, 3/17/45

Fritzlar, Germany, 4/12/45
HellHawks.org

Learn more about the 365th!



1st Lieutenant Don Newcombe 
P-47 D15, 386th Squadron 
May, 1944, Beaulieu, England

Don Newcombe flew this Thunerbolt as his personal ship. It was written-off in July, 1944 at A-7 with 2nd Lieutenant Matt Ruper at the 
controls—the result of an over-speeding propeller from battle damage. Don was KIA July 11, 1944 flying another P-47. 

This ship can be painted in full D-Day stripes if desired.

Hell Hawk Scheme 1
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Colors: Olive drab and medium gray
Propeller: Curtiss Electric (early style)
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1st Lieutenant John H. Fetzer 
P-47 D15, 387th Squadron 
May, 1944. Beaulieu, England 

John Fetzer flew this Thunerbolt as his personal ship until being shot-up in it in October, 1944. It was repaired and returned to service several 
times by Crew Chief S/Sgt Joe DiMaio. “The Madam” had its wings swapped twice and flew to the end of the war. 

This ship can be painted in full D-Day stripes if desired, or with a yellow stripe on its cowling and ETO bands removed.

Hell Hawk Scheme 2
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56 (apply under “The Madame)
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Colors: Olive drab and medium gray
Propeller: Curtiss Electric (early style)
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Alternate versions of “The Madam” June 6, 1944

Alternate versions of “The Madam” March, 1945

Hell Hawk Scheme 2 (Alternates)

Colors: Olive drab and medium gray
Propeller: Curtiss Electric (early style), later version has the Curtiss Electric paddle blade



Major Louis Houck 
P-47 D25, 387th Squadron 
June, 1944, Beaulieu, England 

Major Houck was the Squadron commander of the 387th Squadron. I was able to find only a handful of photos of this aircraft, but several to 
accurately render the art. 

This ship can be painted in full D-Day stripes if desired, or with the tops removed as it would have been when the 365™ moved to France.

Hell Hawk Scheme 3

133a  
(133b on right side)

128 (mask a curve in the ETO cowl band)
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Colors: Natural metal finish withd olive drab anti-glare
Propeller: Hamilton Standard

12” stripe

A/B



Lt. Colonel Robert L. Coffey, Jr. 
P-47 D25, 388th Squadron 
July, 1944, Fontanay-Sur-Mer, France (A-7)

Bob Coffey was unarguably one of the most aggressive pilots in the 365™. When Ray Stecker assumed command of the group, Bob was tasked 
with getting him up to speed in combat-readiness in the P-47. Bob would take him in close and into the hottest areas always returning with 
battle damage to some degree. Many remarked that they thought Coffey was positioning for Group Commander as they didn’t think Stecker 
would survive long from Bob’s training.

The full D-Day stipes were painted over when the group moved to France. Note the addition of more mission marks and the single 500 lb. 
bomb, which was a regular load operating from the short field at A-7.

Specia Thanks to Norris Graser for his help in researching “Coffee’s Pot”.

Hell Hawk Scheme 4

Colors: Natural metal finish with olive drab  
anti-glare. Use a darker shade of olive drab  
to cover D-Day stripes on surfaces.
Propeller: Hamilton Standard
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1st Lieutenant William “Bill” Ward 
P-47 D22, 386th Squadron 
July, 1944, Fontanay-Sur-Mer, France (A-7)

This was Bill Ward’s personal ship and the one he scored his first kill in. This particular plane can be painted in full D-Day stripes or as 
depicted here at A-7. I have found a photo of a 366th FBG P-47 with this nose art and it may have been taken after this ship was written-off 
in late July, 1944. “Sally Flat-Foot” was the nickname he gave his wife. He referred to this planed as “The Worry-Bird”.

Bill was the first to join the group and flew with the Hell Hawks to the end of the war.

Hell Hawk Scheme 5

Colors: Natural metal finish with olive drab anti-glare. 
Propeller: Hamilton Standard
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Captain Andrew “Smokie” Smoak 
P-47 D26, 387th Squadron 
July, 1944, Fontanay-Sur-Mer, France (A-7)

This was Andy Smoak’s assigned plane. A good friend of Neal Worely, Neal painted this nose art for him. Neal also painted several others 
including his own “Mortician’s Delight”. B4-P 228298 survived the war and may be painted with a yellow stripe on the cowling as depicted in 
very early 1945, but the mission marks were removed sometime in late 1945. From photos that I have, crews stopped adding mission marks 
after arriving in France and that may be attributed to the frequency of missions and resulting workload.

Hell Hawk Scheme 6

Colors: Natural metal finish with olive drab anti-glare.
Propeller: Curtiss Electric paddle blade
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Captain William Ritchie 
P-47 D25, 386th Squadron 
July, 1944, Fontanay-Sur-Mer, France (A-7)

Bill Ritchie was the 386™ Squadron Commander. Given that this is an early P-47 D25, You may paint it in fill D-Day stripes, although I have no 
photos yet of it at Beaulie. The mission marks are interesting as they are liquor bottles for rough ones and milk bottles for easy ones. This is 
how Bill’s ship looked in July-August, 1944.

Hell Hawk Scheme 7
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Colors: Natural metal finish with olive drab anti-glare. 
Propeller: Hamilton Standard
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Captain David Baumeister 
P-47 D26, 388th Squadron 
September, 1944, Juvincourt, France (A-68)

David Baumeister was a flight leader in the 388™ Squadron and his “Shawnee Kid is depicted as it was at Juvincourt in September, 1944. Art 
was slightly different on each side. This P-47 D26 carried the new 13’ Curtiss “paddle-blade” propeller.

Hell Hawk Scheme 8
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Colors: Natural metal finish with olive drab anti-glare.
Propeller: Curtiss Electric paddle blade
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Capt. Neal Worley 
P-47 D5, 387th Squadron 
July, 1944, Fontanay-Sur-Mer, France (A-7)

Neal Worley was an absolute character and flew with the group throughout the war. His first two P-47s were named “Kansas Jack”. He tired of 
painting nose art only to have them lost. When given this new replacement, he told his crew “name it whatever you want”. Two days later when 
he was scheduled to fly, he arrived at his plane to see “Mortician’s Delight” painted on it’s left side. He promptly added his own touch with a 
skeleton coming out of a coffin.

This may be painted in full D-Day stripes, as depicted in France at A-7 or as it looked when he flew it during the Ardennes Offensive.

Hell Hawk Scheme 9
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Colors: Olive drab and medium gray
Propeller: Curtiss Electric (early style)

Colors: Olive drab and medium gray 
with darker shade on cowling.
Propeller: Curtiss Electric paddle blade
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1st Lieutenant Rhinert Tadych 
P-47 D2, 386th Squadron 
November, 1944, Chièvres, Belgium (A-84)

Hell Hawk Scheme 10

Rienert Tadych had the distinction of hitting a pile of manure on a low strafing run and given his notable sense of humor, named his ship 
“Stinker Too”. The profile above is based on photos as it looked in November, 1944. By December, the cowling would have got a fresh coat of 
olive drab to paint over the white ETO markings. The tail planes were replacements and were applied sometime in November, 1944 as photos 
exist of when they were in OD/Gray.
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10” red stripe

White ETO band on upper cowling
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31
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Colors: Olive drab and medium gray with darker shade on lower cowling. 
Natural metal on fin and tailplanes with black ETO stripe.
Propeller: Curtiss Electric paddle blade

12” stripe
A/B



Captain Frank “Lucky” Luckman 
P-47 D28, 387th Squadron 
November, 1944, Chièvres, Belgium (A-84)

Hell Hawk Scheme 11

Frank Luckman painted “Moonbean McSwine” on his own ship in October, 1944 right after scoring his one and only kill. He left the 
Squadron for R&R in January and when he returned in March, he learned that Marvin Gregg was killed in this ship after being hit  
by flak. His second assigned ship carried the identical art along with “Lucky’s Lady” on the right side. It was coded CF-F and he 
aquired after Maj. Bob Fry rotated home.
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Colors: Natural metal finish with olive drab anti-glare.
Propeller: Curtiss Electric paddle blade

12” stripe
10” medium blue stripe A/B



1st Lt. Lloyd Hutchins 
P-47 D28, 386th Squadron 
November, 1944, Chièvres, Belgium (A84)

Hell Hawk Scheme 12

This was Llyod Hutchins’ third ship, although #1 and #3 carried the name “Mississippi Rebel”. “Scarsdale Comet” was painted under the 
D5 code. By December, the black ETO markings were removed and it can be modeled that way. This ship was destroyed in the January 
1st Metz attack as were most 386 Squadron Thunderbolts.
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Colors: Natural metal finish with olive drab anti-glare.
Propeller: Curtiss Electric paddle blade

12” stripe
A/B



Major William Cornell 
P-47 D28, 386th Squadron 
November, 1944, Chièvres, Belgium (A84)

Hell Hawk Scheme 13

“Hitfat 1234” was Maj. Bill Cornell’s personal ship and carried the art of a girl on the phone. Maj. Cornell was killed in this plane when 
he struck a hill flying in low-ceiling weather on the way from Belgium to London for leave.
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Colors: Natural metal finish with olive drab anti-glare.
Propeller: Curtiss Electric paddle blade

12” stripe
A/B



1st Lt. Joe Fourat 
P-47 D27, 387th Squadron 
December, 1944, Metz, France (Y-34)

Hell Hawk Scheme 14

“Clobber Girl” was the personal ship belonging to Lt. Joe Fourat who was an original member of the 387th Squadron. Movie footage 
exists of this ship at A-7 with D-Day stripes on the lower surfaces as depicted above. This ship was latered destroyed at the Metz 
attack January 1st, 1945.
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10” yellow stripe
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Colors: Natural metal finish with olive drab anti-glare.
Propeller: Curtiss Electric paddle blade

12” stripe

A/B



1st Lt. John “Mooney” Rogers 
P-47 D28, 386th Squadron 
December, 1944, Chièvres, Belgium (A-84)

Hell Hawk Scheme 15

“Mooney” Rogers had the reputation of a scrappy and aggressive pilot who spoke his mind. He also had the disction of landing with  
his flight as the first P-47s to touch down on German occupied soil. He later lead the very first allied mission flown from Germany.  
The P-47 depicted above was his personal ship during November and December of 1944. He had a forth, Jody IV”, that he got after  
this was destroyed at Metz on January 1st, 1945.
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Colors: Natural metal finish with olive drab anti-glare.
Propeller: Curtiss Electric paddle blade

Black to cowling line

A/B



Major George Brooking 
P-47 D27, 386th Squadron 
December, 1944, Chièvres, Belgium (A-84)

Hell Hawk Scheme 16

Maj. George Brooking assumed command of the 386th Squadron after Maj. Cornell was killed. He flew this P-47 named “The Fickle 
FInger” December 17th, 1944 to thwart Pieper’s advance in the Ardennes. He took off with Capt. Wells, Lt. Thoman, and Lt. Price in 
near zero-visibility weather to climb above the fog and find a small hole to locate the advancing Germans. Brooking stayed on station 
helping additional flights from several P-47 groups to navigate down and destroy the long column of German tanks, artillery and 
troops. This act of bravery and willingness to fly in unflyable conditions helped the allies hold the lines until weather opened up on 
Christmas day, 1944. 
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Colors: Natural metal finish with olive drab anti-glare.
Propeller: Curtiss Electric paddle blade
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Colonel Ray “Ray-Jay” Stecker (Group CO) 
P-47 D27, 365th Group 
January, 1945, Chièvres, Metz, France (Y-34)

Hell Hawk Scheme 17

Col. “Ray-Jay” Stecker was respected and wee-liked leader of the Hell Hawks. All his ships were named “Tripple J” after his wife and 
two daughters. This was his personal Thunderbolt in early 1945.
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Colors: Natural metal finish with olive drab anti-glare.
Propeller: Curtiss Electric paddle blade

A/B



1st Lieutenant James “Mac” McWhorter 
P-47 D26, 386th Squadron 
Florennes, Belgium (A-78), March, 1945

Hell Hawk Scheme 18

James McWhorter named his personal plane from an idea he got from a mazazine with a cartoon of a running donkey. He said that 
after a bombing and strafing run he wanted to “Haul Ass” out of there as fast as he could. This plane was lost in late March, 1945 and 
was quickly replaced and repainted with “Haulin’ Ass II”.
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Colors: Natural metal finish with olive drab anti-glare.
Propeller: Curtiss Electric paddle blade

Black ahead 
of red stripe

10” red stripe
A/B



Capt. Samual “Sac” Saunders 
P-47 D28, 387th Squadron 
March, 1945, Aachen, Germany (Y-46)

Hell Hawk Scheme 19

“Sac” Saunders was an original member of the 387th Squadron and got his nickname for how easy and frequent he could take a nap. 
A mailman before the war, he named his personal ships “Special Delivery”.
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78 80 under art
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Colors: Natural metal finish with olive drab anti-glare.
Propeller: Curtiss Electric paddle blade

Black ahead 
of red stripe 
to cowl line

10” yellow stripe

yellow stripe on this 
panle is ahead of 
the top one

A/B



1st Lieutenant Sam Lutz 
P-47 D28, 387th Squadron 
April, 1945 , Aachen, Germany (Y-46)

Hell Hawk Scheme 20

Certainly a replacement from an 8th USAAF group after the Metz attack, this ship originally went to Don Kark and then to Sam Lutz 
who named it “Hot Body”. Sam was proud to say that it was one of the fastest P-47s in the group and he had to fight to keep it 
assigned to him and on his missions. The fin and yellow paint to it were added very late in the war.
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Colors: Colors: Olive drab and medium gray.
Propeller: Curtiss Electric paddle blade

10” yellow stripe A/B



1st Lt. Warren Tyrrell 
P-47 D28, 387th Squadron 
March, 1945, Aachen, Germany (Y-46)

Hell Hawk Scheme 21

This ship was originally assigned to Lt. Bill Thompson (KIA) before going to Warren Tyrrell who was famous for his cartoons and lively 
sense of humor. Tyrell named his assigned ship after his girlfriend Peggy and painted the art on the cowling.
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Colors: Natural metal finish with olive drab anti-glare.
Propeller: Curtiss Electric paddle blade

Black to cowl line

10” yellow stripe
A/B
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Hell Hawk Scheme 5
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Hell Hawk Scheme 9
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Hell Hawk Scheme 13
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Hell Hawk Scheme 17
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Hell Hawk Scheme 21 You will notice that the fuselage national marking is not always in the same location on the 
P-47. We have supplied a number of alternate rectangular segments to apply to the open 
cooling doors on the rear fuselage. Choose one that works for the position your national 
markings are in. Some trimming may be required.
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Stencil placement

Instructions for applying decals like a master modeler.

1. Before applying the decals, make sure that the model is clean and dust free.

2. Apply a clear gloss coat (available at hobby shops) to the model. Allow to 
dry overnight. Alternately, Future floor wax (available at grocery stores) can be 
sprayed or applied with a soft wide brush. It will dry overnight to a hard, clear 
gloss that will give a good base for applying decals.

3. Cut out each individual marking as needed. Submerge the decal in warm 
water for 20 to 30 seconds.

4. Apply a decal wetting agent (such as Micro Set) to the area where decal is 
to be applied.

5. Hold the backing paper using a pair of tweezers and slide the decal off the 
paper onto the model using a soft brush. Use a clean brush for this purpose.

6. Carefully remove the excess liquid from the decal, again this can be done 
with a brush or by blotting lightly with a lint free cloth. When the decal has 
started to settle down (15 minutes or so), apply a decal solvent (such as Micro 
Sol) with a brush to help the decal conform to the surface details.

7. When decals are completely dry (overnight), carefully clean off the excess 
decal adhesive with a moistened paper towel.

8. When dry, coat with clear gloss and set aside for at least 12 hours. Inspect 
your work, making sure there is no silvering. Silvering is air trapped under 
the decal film that catches the light and looks silver from some angles. If this 
happens, prick the area with a pin or the tip of a hobby knife and brush on 
some decal solvent (available at local hobby shops) which will help the decal 
settle down.

9. When dry, a final clear coat (flat, satin, or gloss) can be applied. If done 
properly, your decals will look painted on.



ETO and D-Day placement

 

12” white or black stripe

15” white or black stripe

15’, 20” 15’, 20”

15’, 20”15’, 20”

15’, 18”
24”

The diagrams to the right will help you with ETO markings, but based 
on numerous photos, not everything was uniform, so refer to the book 
“Thunderbolts of the Hell Hawks for exact pacement. More detailed information 
can be found in Aero Detail’s book, #14, P-47 Thunderbolt. 

You will notice that the fuselage national marking is not always in the same 
location on the P-47. We have supplied a number of alternate rectangular 
segments to apply to the open cooling doors on the rear fuselage. Choose one 
that works for the position your national markings are in. Some trimming may 
be required.



Thunderbolts of the 365th Fighter Group “Hell Hawks”

www.barracudacals.com
Suggested 1/48th scale kits:

Tamiya P-47D Thunderbolts
Hasegawa P-47D Thunderbolts

P.O. Box 1013 Fremont CA 94538
For comments and customer service issues, or if you 
have ideas for future subjects, drop us an email at:  
barracudacomments@gmail.com

Thanks to Norris Graser for his help in researching “Coffee’s Pot”.
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